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SOUTH EAST OF ORION(being a collection of anecdotes, reminiscences and prose)John

Robert Coudrey BeverleySUNRISEIn the final hour before a lowveld dawn, a faint illusory hue

suffuses the formless Eastern horizon. The brief, subdued wind, which precedes the yet

unseen sun, blows across the veld with a soft murmur, gently dispersing the night with its

sounds and mysteries. Soon the intimate, confined world around the campfire, concealed in

the curtain of night will be cast aside. The intoxicating predawn chill increases in sharpness

and energy as the false dawn fills in the pause between the harbinger of this evolving tableau

and sunrise. A momentary stillness and silence affords all creatures respite to submit to the

promise of a new day.Predators lapse into silence after the night’s violence, killing and feeding.

Already in the distance the steady booming call of the Ground Hornbills throbs in the cool

predawn wind. There is a growing confidence in the calls of the birds with the lightening

Eastern horizon. A francolin begins its clattering chatter from the rock-strewn kopjies. The

rutting impala rams have a growing power in their echoing, snorting growls. Down in the

nearby river bed a kudu gives a harsh alarm bark at a passing leopard, which has just ceased

its rasping, rhythmic grunting. From beyond the horizon an indolent lion gives his last

territorial roar, fading into a gentle huff, huff, huff. In a veil of dust a dark undulating herd of

buffalo thunders away from the waterhole towards the golden orb gradually cresting a

sharpening horizon, reflecting across a rust and green veld, coloring the granite hills with grey,

orange and white. The tops of the mopani trees and baobabs still ruffling in the dawn wind,

shimmer in the new light. Spiderwebs sparkle with diamonds of dew, a reedbuck’s palpitant

whistle and a baboon’s echoing bark herald the advancing light. Dassies creep out of their

cold rock crevices into the sun’s probing rays. The trees and kopjies pour out a wave of

warmth and splendor into the yielding night and expectant sunrise.DON’T TALK TO ME

ABOUT POLITICS UNTIL YOU BUY A HORSEThe manager of the small sugar estate had a

large house with a broad verandah, which was gauzed to keep out mosquitoes and other

insects. At one end of the front verandah, an area was set aside for a pub and was obviously

the center of the social life of the staff and our local cattle ranching community. Friday nights

was known as the “Bar Fly” evening but the pub was known as the “Cane Rat Bar”, named

after the rodent which lived in the cane fields and was a rat about the size of a large cat. The

question being often asked was “Can we meet at Bar Fly this week?” Attendance was not

only the Estate staff but also neighboring ranchers who would take advantage of this time to

attend to the serious business of making a profit for the bar and occasionally playing tennis in

the afternoon with one or two of the very few intrepid ladies who were part of these isolated

communities.Tennis was played on a red soil court at the Club, stamped relatively flat by the

laborers upon which grass tried to grow at infrequent intervals when the erratic rain sometimes

fell in the rainy season. At times in winter the dust thrown up by the game would reflect the

setting sun making it interesting to try to anticipate the trajectory of the ball in the haze for the

next return shot in order to address it.As evening drew down its cooling darkness some of the

local community would converge on the bar, accompanied by numerous insects joining in the

fray around the lights. At six p.m. the lights, which were supplied by the sugar mill generator,

would flicker out and the three-phase system, which supplied the staff houses in day time

would be switched over to a single phase motor engine system for night time, a process which

meant everything was plunged into darkness for about thirty seconds.In the bar on most Friday

evenings when we gathered, a quiet little South African Afrikaner mechanic, who worked at the

mill would come into the bar and sit on his own, on his corner stool. He always brought his



banjo and would quietly get very drunk and softly sing lilting Afrikaans songs from his

homeland. We never knew where he came from or why he was working at the sugar estate.

Sitting near him one evening was another mill hand, totally drunk and staring morosely at the

floor. In the middle of the bar was the Manager with a chilled gin and tonic and with him was

the Scots Engineer with his whisky. Serving behind the bar was the Field Manager.Having

finished a game of tennis outside were the wives of the Engineer and Field Manager who, by

the way disliked each other intensely. An altercation was taking place between the ladies,

which became very heated, something to do with a return shot, and the Field Manager’s wife

burst into the bar in tears at what the Engineer’s wife had said to her. The Engineer turned to

her and in a broad Scots accent told her to “Booger off” from the lowveld because she didn’t

like it there anyway, to which the Field Manager took umbrage and shouted at him that he

shouldn’t talk to his wife like that. The Engineer said, “Och booger you all!”The Field Manager

dashed around the bar to get at the Scotsman and as he got in front of the Manager who was

innocently standing there with his gin and tonic, the lights went out, being the electricity

changeover time. The Scot and the Field Manager, seeking to take advantage of this windfall

both lashed out blindly at each other in the dark and obviously missed, but someone

connected with the Manager, as there was a resounding smack and loud expletive just before

the lights came back on, to find the Manager sprawled on the floor in the doorway and the Scot

and Field Manager unscathed. At this very moment Murphy from the fields stepped into the

doorway over the dazed and prone Manager, who presuming it was Murphy who had hit him,

leapt up and smacked the startled Murphy in the face straight back out of the door onto his

back in the darkness and dust. A very dazed and bewildered Murphy got onto his hands and

knees, but happened to be facing outwards towards the dark shape of a large Marula tree just

outside the door. Thinking in his dazed state that the dark shape of the Marula tree was his

assailant he dived at it, knocking himself out completely. Meanwhile the manager had

staggered back into the bar where he found the Scot and theField Manager had flattened each

other and the two ladies were screaming hysterically at each other. With a sigh the Manager

rejoined his gin and tonic, and the little Afrikaaner continued to sing his sad songs, this time

from under the bar stool. The lone drunken mill hand still sat morosely staring at his feet.

The ladies stormed out in a sulk to drive home on the dusty tracks, which constituted the roads.

The Scot and the Field Manager decided enough was enough. The women had left. Insults

had been assuaged and the need for stabilizing beer and whisky was called for. This

progressed for an hour or so until, arms around each other they sang lusty songs to the

brotherhood of man.In the meantime Murphy was helped from under the Marula tree back into

the bar, where he and the Manager proceeded to have an acrimonious argument about the

mistaken attack, to which a round of drinks eventually brought peace back to the

bar.*********************************************NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO; THERE YOU

ARE.Shortly after this a neighboring rancher, Bruce, arrived from the bush. The thing with

Bruce was that he travelled in an ancient short wheel-base land rover which had no cab and

was open to the elements. The remainder of the vehicle was very elementary and suspect .

On this occasion after a very social evening I decided that it might be best to head to one of

the local rondavels some miles off and on one of the cane sections for the night, as the thought

of the journey back home through the bush to my ranch was a little daunting. I asked Bruce if

we could go in his land rover and he agreed as long as I drove, which was ok by me except

that he didn’t tell me the brakes weren’t good and turning left was ok but to get it to turn right

was a problem. However, off we went into the starlit night. When we got to the first fork I was

a bit confused so I shouted to Bruce, “which way?” and for some reason he cried out “yes” at



which I tried to brake and turn right, being now very confused with his answer and the road.

The brakes hardly worked and my right turn turned out to be a diagonal dash straight in to the

Mopani trees and a sudden stop against one of them. It took much reversing and left hand

turning to get the vehicle facing towards the trajectory, which we now knew was the right way.

Anyway we made it to the houses.The following morning I suggested a return to the bar to pick

up my Land Cruiser as I had no intention of traveling anywhere in Bruce’s vehicle,and head out

to Mike on his ranch, as I had heard something about lions on his place. We eventually

arrived there in the late morning to find Mike and a number of friends staying for the weekend.

We were enthusiastically welcomed because they had decided on a lion hunt and we would

add firepower to the proposed action, which was to take place shortly.Why Mike thought lions

were in that particular area was never explained to me and for some ridiculous reason none of

us saw fit to ask. Anyway off we went a few miles away to a large vlei with a kopjie at the far

end. Being assured the lions were there we took our rifles and spread out in a line with a few

bearers between us. The intention was to keep about thirty meters apart in a straight line and

slowly make or way across the vlei. All very exciting. Off we went. We hadn’t taken into

consideration the tall grass and shrubs and very soon the straight line was a ragged mess.

Some of us were a hundred yards from the next person and some of us were stalking shoulder

to shoulder. Fortunately we crossed the vlei with no lions to be seen.We converged at the foot

of the kopjie and Mike was adamant they were in a cave we could see. We sent a reluctant

beater ahead with instructions to throw a rock into the cave. He went forward and we stood

tense and ready. He threw the rock. There was a tremendous commotion. The beater froze.

Our hearts were beating and out of the cave dashed a couple of wild pigs, highly upset at

having a rock thrown at them. They bowled over the beater, made straight for us and we ran

all over the place and into each other to get out of their way. The pigs ran squealing into the

long grass and then there was silence and we were left staring foolishly at each other with the

gentle breeze ruffling the grass and that was the end of the lion hunt.We morosely made our

way back to the vehicles and the ranch house, with much muttering and Mike assuring us the

lions had killed three of his steers two days before and what use were we to him. By the time

we reached the ranch house it was nearing sunset and a few beers cheered us all up no end

with sharpening wit and enlarging stories dubious or true. But as a great friend said to me

once, “Never let the whole truth spoil a good story.”
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